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Future Perfect is a report by the content solutions arm 
of MIT Technology Review in association with the World 
Government Summit. It assesses the ways national 
governments harness digital technology to achieve 
transformative change for their economies and societies, 
and the ways in which governments serve their constituents. 
Using e-government initiatives as only a starting point, 
this research project has reviewed the digital government 
strategies of every single United Nations member state to 
identify the world’s most impactful technology deployment 
efforts: those that not only improve the level and quality 
of service that governments provide to their citizens and 
residents, but also aim to fundamentally change societal 
outcomes for the better, allowing people to live safer, more 
productive, and more fulfilling lives. 

Digital government transformation, as in any IT-driven 
enterprise change project, needs to achieve two goals 
simultaneously to be successful. The first is to achieve 
“traction”; tangible, short-term improvements to processes 
and quality through a pragmatic application of timesaving 
digital tools and applications. The second is to effect deep 
and permanent change to institutional or systemic problems 
which limit citizen access to government, or curtail their 
economic potential. In other words, transformative digital 
government goals must be both aggressively functional, 
and profoundly aspirational.

To identify, qualify and rank the world’s leading 
digital government initiatives along these parameters, 
MIT Technology Review has deployed the following 
methodology:

1. Ranking of digital government fundamentals
Secondary research into the digital technology landscape of 
each of the 193 UN member states was conducted. Subject 
matter experts reviewed digital government strategies, 
ongoing and planned initiatives, and recorded instances 
where these governments had deployed or supported 
specific digital technologies. There were ten separate 
such categories (each determined to be fundamentally 
important to affecting digital transformation), and 
each country was given a score based on the cumulative 
presence of these initiatives. This allowed the researchers 
to determine the world’s top 75 digital governments based 
on their commitment to holistic and systemic technology 
adoption. 

2. Evaluating best-in-practice digital government  
leaders
Further analysis was undertaken on the 75 top-ranked 

digital governments. Each specific initiative being 
undertaken was reviewed and evaluated on a continuum 
of its current progress: whether it was a full-fledged effort 
already achieving important and stated changes to a 
country’s well-being, or whether it was just a good idea 
on the drawing-board. This ranking for each initiative 
was applied and tallied. Specific individual high-ranked 
initiatives were further reviewed for notable mention—
regardless of whether the country’s cumulative efforts 
ranked highly. 

3. An editorial selection of 10 significant digital
government initiatives. 
Finally, the initiatives of the leading digital governments 
were winnowed down to ten “finalists”, as analysts reviewed 
and qualified several dimensions of each program:

a. the level of coordination between the government 
bodies and their technology partners and other 
ecosystem participants to achieve stated objectives; 

b. the ability of governments in other countries and 
regions to employ the initiative with similar impact;

c. the willingness to employ innovative new technology 
to achieve far-reaching long term social and economic 
benefit, balanced with clear pragmatic strategies which 
also produce “quick wins”  and

d.the size and scale of the potential positive direct impact 
on citizens’ welfare.

We would like to thank the World Government Summit 
who supported this research project. The World 
Government Summit is a UAE-based thought leadership 
organization which maintains a future-oriented dialogue 
between the private and public sectors of 130 countries, 
on the best ways that governments can improve the lives 
of their citizens. 

This dialogue culminates each year in a global summit 
with over 100 distinguished thinkers, officials and business 
leaders. In 2018, this event will examine, among other 
projects, this report’s findings, and will review the selected 
ten best-in-practice technology initiatives, to determine 
three recipients of its annual GovTech Prize—a recognition 
of their achievement in developing a smart solution to 
address a global challenge, which can serve as motivation 
and inspiration for all digitally-minded governments.    
In the following pages the ten featured initiatives are listed 
by country in alphabetical order.

INTRODUCTION
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BETTER LIVING THROUGH OPEN DATA

Australia’s government is an early adopter of open data at 
the state, local and national level. Open data efforts in New 
South Wales have created 80,000 data sets related to citizen 
health statistics, which healthcare providers are using to 
deliver faster and more-tailored services. Transport for New 
South Wales opened public transit data to developers to 
build consumer-facing schedule information and location 
apps, instead of creating its own.

Benchmarking makes a city smarter
Australia seeks to scale the power of local open data 
initiatives through a benchmarking project called the 
National Cities Performance Framework. The Cities 
and Digital Transformation division of the Department 
of the Prime Minister and Cabinet has created an online 
dashboard that draws together data from two dozen of 
the country’s largest cities. Together, these areas are home 
to nearly 18 million Australians–74% of the country’s 
population.

The dashboard is designed to be a policy and planning 
tool for government bodies, research institutes and 
technology partners working to speed up progress on 
Australia’s Smart Cities Plan. The comprehensive program 

seeks to improve public service infrastructure using 
sustainable methods that attract creative talent. Most of 
the dashboard’s categories are based on 2016 census data. 
These include jobs and skills, housing and infrastructure. 
The tool also includes information on digital opportunities, 
such as patent application rates, and livability indicators 
including greenhouse emissions data and volunteering 
rates. 

The data dashboard exercise could also keep urban 
planners on their toes, as the data sets are supposed to 
be updated annually and collectively reviewed every three 
years. Through cross-comparable insights, the project 
intends to create accountability and transparency. It will 
also likely create some healthy intra-city competition, 
as Australia’s smart-city project managers benchmark 
against one another. In part, this is done to vie for national 
investment resources through programs called “City 
Deals”– collaborative MOUs between federal and local 
governments and private investors focused on smart 
application development.

Australia is thinking nationally, and acting locally to execute 
its smart city vision. By federating the open data efforts of 
its top cities, the government is re-inventing the public-
private partnership model, by creating a resource pool for 
independent application developers which, as noted above, 
is already accelerating the availability and use of smart city 
applications in New South Wales and elsewhere.   Over the 
longer term, Australia’s government hopes to curate a deep 
enough data “lake” that can be used as an analytics platform 
underpinning both smart city infrastructure development 
efforts, and its broader efforts to cultivate an Australian 
robotics and artificial intelligence industry cluster. 

Dollars for data
The National Cities Performance Framework forms a 
key part of the national government’s goal of leveraging 
public data to enhance its analytics capabilities, which 
it will use to reduce waste in public expenditures and 
deliver better education and social services. It also 
links to the National Innovation and Science Agenda, an 
A$1.1 billion (US$840 million) effort to increase Australian 
entrepreneurship and technology development. Increasing 
the visibility of public data across Australia’s cities is one 

Australia is embarking on a massive open data initiative 
across its cities to drive planning efficiencies and improve 
urban livability
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step closer toward Australia’s goal of creating A$25 billion 
(US$19 billion) in new economic opportunities through its 
open data policies.

Coverage of the National Cities Performance Framework
The spatial extent of the cities are defined usingthe following geographical boundaries1:
• Capital cities are based on the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Greater Capital City Statistical Areas 
• Western Sydney is based on an aggregation of NSWElectoral Commission Local GovernmentAreas2

• All other cities are based on the ABS’s SignificantUrban Areas3

The data used to inform the city indicators were matched to city geographies using a variety 
of matchingtechniques (see Data Dictionary at Appendix A).

1 Any exceptions to these geographical boundaries  
are noted in the Data Dictionary at Appendix A.

2 The Local Government Areas include those that make up  
the Greater Sydney Commission’s Western City District and the area  
of the Western Sydney City Deal: BlueMountains, Camden, Campbelltown, Fairfield,  
Hawkesbury,Liverpool, Penrith and Wollondilly.

3 More detail about ABS geographies can be found here:  
http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/Geography

The Performance Framework 
coversAustralia’s 21 largest cities, 
plus Western Sydney: 

Cities in the Performance Framework
• Albury – Wodonga
• Ballarat
• Bendigo
• Cairns
• Canberra
• Geelong
• Gold Coast – Tweed Heads
• Greater Adelaide
• Greater Brisbane
• Greater Darwin
• Greater Hobart
• Greater Melbourne
• Greater Perth
• Greater Sydney
• Launceston
• Mackay
• Newcastle – Maitland
• Sunshine Coast
• Toowoomba
• Townsville
• Western Sydney
• Wollongong

Greater Darwin

Greater Perth

Cairns

Mackay

Townsville

Toowoomba

Gold Coast – Tweed Heads

Sunshine Coast

Greater Brisbane

Newcastle – Maitland
Greater Sydney

Wollongong

ACT
Albury – 
Wodonga

Hobart

Launceston

Greater Adelaide

Bendigo

Geelong

Ballarat
Greater 
Melbourne

Western Sydney

N
ation

al C
ities P

erform
an

ce Fram
ew

ork

Summary box:

Technology areas:  Open data, smart cities 
Gov. players:   Department of the PM and Cabinet
Key private players: N/A
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Think nationally, implement locally
Think nationally, implement locally In July 2017, China’s 
Ministry of Science and Technology unveiled a sweeping 
initiative to foster the nationwide development of a 
“new generation” of artificial intelligence (AI). At first 
glance, the program—rooted firmly in China’s industrial 
development policies—may seem like other efforts to 
boost the country’s resources so that it can achieve global 
technology dominance. But by setting a broad policy 
agenda and identifying key partners—particularly China’s 
leading internet players Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent—the 
Ministry is focusing on a technology agenda without tying 
it to specific outcomes. It seeks to build a robust R&D 
framework to address AI’s core development challenges, 
such as progressing the areas of cross-media perception 
computing theory, group intelligence theory and advanced 
machine learning. 

China is developing that framework through nationwide, 
collaborative experiments that span across several industry 
sectors. These projects harness China’s technology 

expertise, as well as the massive volumes of data largely 
generated by its 1 billion mobile internet users. Cities serve 
as particularly useful sources of concentrated data, and also 
give AI researchers plenty of practical problems to solve in 
the service of larger, deep-analytics research efforts.

One notable effort is Alibaba Cloud’s City Brain program, 
which launched in October 2016. The company kicked off 
the project in partnership with its tech-savvy home city of 
Hangzhou, where nearly 14 million people live. City Brain 
involves building a cloud-based analytics platform to 
analyze traffic flows in several districts. This includes 
carrying out precise peak-hour analysis to effect real-
time traffic management, which can help lower emissions 
and accelerate dynamic, on-demand bus services. After a 
year of such analysis, an AI-enabled “City Brain 1.0” tool 
debuted in October 2017. The tool, which manages 128 
traffic lights across Hangzhou, reportedly reduced traffic 
congestion by 9.2% and led to a 15% increase in vehicle 
speed.

BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG BRAINS 
By opening municipal data sets to Alibaba for cloud 
computing initiatives, Hangzhou— China’s ninth-largest 
city—is creating a win-win-win for itself, the internet giant 
and other cities nationwide
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Scaling up City Brain
Hangzhou serves as a test bed for Alibaba Cloud, which 
wants to roll out a data platform that combines a relational 
database of public data sources with machine-learning 
resources for Chinese cities. The company already has an 
agreement with Macau to pursue a similar platform.

Alibaba also aims to develop an AI-enhanced view of 
national migration patterns, which involves connecting its 
Hangzhou City Brain efforts to multiple data centers and 
public data sources. This will help Hangzhou and future 
City Brain participants develop predictive, pre-emptive 
methods for managing future public service demand, as 
well as residential development needs and sustainable 
energy supplies.

Hangzhou’s AI catalyst
City Brain is not just a large-scale AI technology incubator. 
Social development objectives, such as using AI to 
address challenges associated with rapid urbanization 
or increasing income disparity, are also deeply encoded. 
Therefore, Hangzhou’s efforts fit well with the Ministry’s 
holistic system, which seeks value-added AI solutions to 
bolster economic growth along with specific applications 
for education, healthcare, transportation and “social 
productivity.” City Brain is a critical component of 
China’s efforts to ensure that AI enhances the welfare of 
citizens without disintermediating them. 

Summary box:

Technology areas:  AI, smart cities 
Gov. players:   Municipality of Hangzhou
Key private players: Alibaba Cloud
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VIRTUOUS REALITY
Ghana is using a blockchain-based registry to transform its 
land rights and create national trust in a traditionally weak 
institution

The challenge: confusion and conflict over land 
rights
When Ghana’s Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources 
originally launched the Land Administration Project (LAP), 
the goal was to reduce inefficiencies resulting from poor 
management of land records and conflicts (legal and 
otherwise). Now in its second phase, the LAP is working with 
Switzerland-based NGO Bitland to build a countrywide, 
permanent land registry based on a blockchain for registering 
land titles. Confusion and conflict over incomplete land 
rights has engendered mistrust of Ghana’s centralized 
institutions. An estimated 90% of Ghana’s agricultural land 
is undocumented—a significant structural deficiency for 
a country in which 45% of nearly 28m people live in rural 
areas and largely depend on agricultural production. Ghana 
is the world’s second-largest cocoa producer, and overall 
agriculture comprises nearly 20% of the country’s GDP. The 
World Bank calculates that this figure is growing at a rate 
of 3.6%. Therefore, LAP and Bitland have been using the 
distributed and autonomous nature of a digital ledger as a 
selling point for a blockchain-based registry.

The response: A digital ledger for records 
Ghanaians can apply for land title registration using a 
digital token called Cadastral, which is named after the 
process for validating land ownership. They can also use the 
token to facilitate sale and purchase transactions, and even 
secure microloans for land development. The blockchain 
was constructed based on a Proof of Stake approach, which 
involves validation by a consensus of token holders instead 
of the energy-intensive, mining-based Proof of Work 
blockchain model. A Proof of Stake approach also allows 
the LAP to institutionalize community collaboration into 
the land registration process, thus cultivating a sense of 
citizen trust in its institutions that has been sorely lacking 
to date. 

While Bitland envisions Africa-wide distribution for 
Cadastral digital land certificates, it is currently focusing on 
Ghana as a testbed. Members of 28 communities comprising 
farming collectives and rural townships in southern Ghana 
are using mobile apps to attach land titles to the blockchain 
to facilitate surveys, registrations or transactions. Bitland 
also plans to add additional verification data and processes 
to the timestamped digital ledger. These include GPS 
coordinates, satellite photos and new survey data, all of 
which mobile users can add through the protocol. 

The future: faster transactions, more effective 
economic development
There are currently 720 traders holding some 2.5 million 
Cadastral digital tokens of the 30 million in circulation. 
A growing stock of tokens will help Ghana’s LAP achieve 
its second-phase goals of reducing deed registration time 
to one month from three, and title registration to two 
months from seven. LAP still has major milestones to clear, 
including the implementation of a comprehensive digital 
property system. It estimates Ghana still only has 10% of 
the country accurately mapped. 

Summary box:

Technology areas:  Blockchain

Gov. players:  Ghana’s Ministry of Lands  
   and Natural Resources 

Key private players: Bitland
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IDENTITY CRUCIBLE 
The world’s largest biometric-enabled identification program 
has been both a lever for simultaneously increasing citizen 
access to social services, and reducing waste

India’s government has long employed technology to 
address inefficiencies in the delivery of public services—
not only to enhance speed and accuracy, but also to 
disintermediate older processes often prone to corruption. 
With Aadhaar, a digital identity program used by nearly 
15% of the world’s population, India is succeeding at 
both. The name means “foundation” in Hindi.

By the end of November 2017, a staggering 1.2 billion 
Indian citizens had been issued a unique, 12-digit Aadhaar 
number. Each person also received a chip-based identity 
card containing iris, fingerprint and other biometric data. 
Therefore, India manages 40% of  the world’s electronic 
ID cards in service, with a database many times larger than 
that of the next largest national program. 

India’s Planning Commission established the Unique 
Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), which now is 
a statutory body under the Ministry of Electronics and 
Information Technology. It is tasked with establishing 
a single digital identity for all Indian citizens, primarily 
to ensure effective distribution of welfare benefits and 
subsidies for disadvantaged citizens. Within a relatively 
short period of time, nearly all of India’s adult citizens have 
been issued an Aadhaar card. Most have been enrolled in at 
least one of the dozens of social service schemes linked to 
this biometric card.

Driving digital efficiency through the world’s
largest government subsidy program
Aadhaar was designed to replace complicated verification 
processes that required poor citizens–many of of them 
illiterate–to produce multiple documents to obtain 
food coupons or fuel subsidies. Such subsidies totaled 
$38.8bn in the last fiscal year—more than 11% of the 
Indian government’s total budget. Some 92 distinct 
subsidy programs are managed through India’s Direct 
Benefit Transfer (DBT) program, which is the first Aadhaar 
application launched. Many are massive–the nationwide 
liquefied petroleum gas program PAHAL, for example, 
provides over 150m people with subsidized cooking and 
heating fuel. 

Aadhaar’s architecture was designed to consider the sheer 
size of its biometric database, and to accommodate the 
growing diversity of public services it delivers. MapR, the San 

Jose, California-based converged-database company that 
designed the Aadhaar system, estimates that hundreds of 
trillions of matches are performed by the world’s largest 
collection of biometric data points. These are maintained 
by a Hadoop-indexed database exceeding 15 petabytes in 
size. To accommodate a growing number of subsidy- and 
citizen service programs, Aadhaar is designed to be an open 
API platform. This cultivates an application ecosystem in 
which all government bodies can participate. 

The privacy conundrum and the future
Aadhaar’s growth has been fast, and the reach and impact 
of its services extensive. The UIDAI has made efforts to 
consolidate a portfolio ranging from voter registration to 
insurance for dozens of different DBT programs. This has 
required verifying additional personal details from citizens 
so that the programs can be linked to their Aadhaar 
numbers. As a result, Indian citizens have been engaged in 
an ongoing discussion about the data privacy and security 
implications of linking Aadhaar ID numbers to their mobile 
phone or bank account numbers. 
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Despite these concerns, India is committed to Aadhaar. 
It sees both the benefits to citizens and the government’s 
own fiscal soundness: reports earlier this year estimated 
that the government has saved some $7.7bn in efficiencies 

and reduced shrinkage since launching the DBT. As India’s 
mobile payments and IoT plans accelerate, the Aadhaar 
program will be an important complement that should 
accelerate citizen safety, security, and financial inclusion.

Summary box:

Technology areas:  Biometrics 
Gov. players:   UIDAI, Ministry of Electronics and Information
   Technology

Key private players: MapR
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SPACE: THE FINAL FRONTIER MARKET
A government-backed Japanese space company plans to put 
billboards on the moon as a first step to launching Japan’s long-
term economic development into orbit

Out to launch
Finding sustainable growth sources for Japan’s mature 
economy has been a pernicious challenge for decades. 
Japan has increasingly looked abroad to export markets as a 
primary source of economic stimulus, particularly as Japan’s 
ageing demographics drag on its domestic economy. Ispace 
Inc., a private commercial space launch company backed 
by Japanese-government development funds, may be 
redefining Japan’s notions of its export-driven economy. 

Ispace has raised $90 million in capital for its lunar 
exploration venture. Government backers, including 
the Innovation Network Corp. of Japan (INCJ) and the 
Development Bank of Japan, are contributing more than 
one third of the capital in its Series A round. Ispace will use 
it to fund two lunar exploration projects: putting a rocket 
and launcher into lunar orbit to gather and transmit data 
by 2020, and placing the lander and a rover on the moon’s 
surface to collect more data. Ispace’s roadmap includes 10 
missions that focus on developing a moon-to-Earth supply 
chain to build up a polar water-extraction industry.

In the short term, however, Ispace’s commercial aspirations 
are more down to earth: it plans to sell the data it generates 
from its first missions to other aspiring space exploration 
players, and to offer “projection mapping” services so that 
corporations can place advertisements and logos on the 
moon’s surface.

Lunar new years
Finding sustainable growth sources for Japan’s mature 
economy has been a pernicious challenge for decades. 
Japan has increasingly looked abroad to export markets as a 
primary source of economic stimulus, particularly as Japan’s 
ageing demographics drag on its domestic economy. Ispace 
Inc., a private commercial space launch company backed 
by Japanese-government development funds, may be 
redefining Japan’s notions of its export-driven economy. 

Ispace has raised $90 million in capital for its lunar 
exploration venture. Government backers, including 
the Innovation Network Corp. of Japan (INCJ) and the 
Development Bank of Japan, are contributing more than 
one third of the capital in its Series A round. Ispace will use 
it to fund two lunar exploration projects: putting a rocket 
and launcher into lunar orbit to gather and transmit data 
by 2020, and placing the lander and a rover on the moon’s 
surface to collect more data. Ispace’s roadmap includes 10 
missions that focus on developing a moon-to-Earth supply 
chain to build up a polar water-extraction industry.

In the short term, however, Ispace’s commercial aspirations 
are more down to earth: it plans to sell the data it generates 
from its first missions to other aspiring space exploration 
players, and to offer “projection mapping” services so that 
corporations can place advertisements and logos on the 
moon’s surface.

Summary box:

Technology areas:  Space exploration

Gov. players:  Innovation Network Corp.
   of Japan, Development
   Bank of Japan
Key private players: Ispace 
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ON THE FAST TRACK
Korea has built one of the world’s largest autonomous driving 
testing grounds, leveraging a long tradition of using its own 
urban space as an innovation catalyst

Korea’s government planners and property investors have, 
for more than a decade, built on the country’s existing high-
tech industry strengths to build smarter cities. In turn, these 
areas serve as testbeds for future innovation. Connected 
“things” play a large role in those collaborations: the Korean 
government expects device and application development 
for IoT and autonomous vehicles to help address municipal 
service challenges in its increasingly crowded cities, and 
create new revenue sources.

From U-City to K-City
Korea has traditionally crystallized this “city-as-R&D-lab” 
ethos in a series of projects known as “Ubiquitous Cities,” 
or U-Cities, where municipal city governments collaborate 
with technology firms and universities. In August 2017, the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport added a letter 
to the mix: An 88-acre (320,000m ) facility for autonomous 
vehicle testing, dubbed “K-City,” was inaugurated at the 
Korea Automobile Safety Research Institute in Hwaseong. 
K-City is one of the world’s largest R&D facilities for self-

driving vehicles, and backed by an investment of 11 billion 
Won (US$10 million). The facility encompasses multiple 
testing environments, including full-scale simulations of 
crowded city streets, parking lots and multi-lane highways 
with tollgates. 

2020 vision
Highway testing in K-City began in October, and urban road 
environment testing will follow by mid-2018. The Ministry 
sees this as a verification platform for massive, repeatable 
testing of applications under Korean market conditions, and 
believes that it will serve as a catalyst for commercializing 
autonomous driving technology at home and abroad. 
Specifically, K-City will be the lever for promulgating “Level 
3” cars on Korea’s roads by 2020. This classification refers to 
the third of five stages of autonomous driving technology, 
as specified by the Society of Automotive Engineers. It 
refers to “conditional” automation in optimal conditions. 
Korea’s automotive and telecommunications companies 
are coordinating their autonomous driving efforts around 
this goal. 

K-City is not the only infrastructure component of the 
Ministry’s plan: it has a 28 billion won (US$25.7 million) fund 
set aside for communication and telemetry infrastructure 
investment to support self-driving vehicle communications. 
It plans to have a twelve-seat minibus complete a 2.5 
kilometer drive autonomously in December—finishing up, 
of course, at K-City.

Summary box:

Technology areas:

Gov. players:

Key private players:

Autonomous Vehicles, 
smart cities

Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure and Transport

N/A2
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CASH IN HAND
Sweden’s national railway company is relying on its tech-savvy 
customers to launch a wireless payment revolution using chips 
embedded in their hands
All aboard, early adopters
Many of the world’s first successful efforts to go cashless have 
involved deploying touchless Near Field Communication 
(NFC) cards for an “anchor” application with great 
consumer reach: public transportation. Hong Kong’s 
Octopus card, a well-saturated transportation payment 
system, has quickly become a de facto cashless wallet for 
8,000 retailers. Through the card, these businesses accept 
about 14.1 million transactions per day totaling more than 
HK$179 million (US$22.9 million).

SJ Railways, Sweden’s state-owned national rail company, 
is taking this touchless ticketing trend up a notch. 
It is conducting what it believes is the world’s first NFC 
payment trial using microchips embedded in people’s 
bodies. Some 3,000 commuters are participating in a trial 
of these flash memory microchips, which are implanted 
between the thumb and forefinger. To protect users’ privacy, 
SJ maintains a database that only contains membership 
registration details. However, an early glitch led to some 
customers programming their chips to emit a digital 
business card to the smartphone the train conductor uses 
as a reader. The NFC technology does not communicate 
with transmitters or GPS equipment. 

Piercing insights
While dystopian sounding at first, the adoption of human-
embedded chips has been made easier by the digital 
readiness of Swedish consumers and SJ’s marketing savvy. 
Tens of thousands of Swedes have already implanted 
the chips, which they are using for functions such as 
identification and building access. Professional piercers 
implant the rice-sized chips, and commuters can earn 
loyalty points for using them.

SJ has created transaction efficiencies with the chipsets; 
they make boarding and ticket-taking more efficient. Plus, 
fewer lost cards has resulted in reduced customer service 
transactions. It is likely that some of SJ’s motivation also 
comes from competition, which has been creeping into 
Sweden’s major rail routes since a national monopoly 
ended a half-decade ago. Ironically SJ’s major competitor 
on the Gothenburg-Stockholm route is none other than 
Hong Kong’s MTR Corporation, a major stakeholder in the 
Octopus card program.

Summary box:

Technology areas:  Implants, wearables

Gov. players:  SJ Railways

Key private players: N/A
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ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 
Combating disease in one of Tanzania’s most economically 
important crops gets a boost from cheap, portable DNA 
sequence testing devices

The Mikocheni Agricultural Research Institute (MARI), 
part of Tanzania’s Ministry of Agriculture, Food Security 
and Cooperatives, is responsible for promoting and 
coordinating the use of biotechnology to foster the 
development of the country’s core tree crops. This includes 
the vital sustenance crop cassava, which is increasingly 
an agricultural and industrial export. Tanzania produces 
some 5.5 million tons of cassava annually, and its sector 
has been attracting foreign investment. This includes the 
construction of a $1bn processing facility from a Chinese 
agribusiness exporter. 

Fighting pathogens with genomics
Many cassava farmers in Tanzania struggle with crop 
disease prevention, including viruses transmitted by the 
African cassava whitefly. This virulent pest, dozens of 
species of which can be found in East and Central Africa, 
destroys more than $1.25 billion worth of crops in the 
region annually. MARI works with local farmers and 
international scientific groups on a diagnostics project that 
focuses on the genomic surveillance of cassava diseases 
and disease-bearers through a collective effort known as 

the Cassava Virus Action Project (CVAP). Currently, MARI 
and CVAP are focusing on efforts to identify the presence 
of whitefly-borne viruses which cause two specific diseases, 
and isolating the correlations between these and particular 
varieties of cassava. To accomplish this, MARI is enlisting 
the help of local farmers and agricultural community 
organizations to carry out field tests which generate DNA 
sequences for both crops and the whiteflies themselves. 

Mighty minIONs
MARI and CVAP are providing farmers with portable, real-
time DNA analysis devices in order to conduct diagnoses 
easily, which in turn quickly generates volumes of genomic 
data at scale for CVAP’s research program. The 100-gram 
devices, dubbed MinIONs, are developed by Oxford, UK-
based Nanopore, cost a thousand dollars each and plug 
into laptops to perform genetic sequencing on whitefly 
or cassava samples. The devices can return results to field 
operators within two days, compared with traditional 
versions that are expensive and take months to process 
data. Farmers and researchers use the genomics data to 
isolate precise strands of the viruses, and determine which 
crop varieties may be susceptible to whitefly-borne diseases. 
MARI is using this genetic data to develop technologies and 
solutions to increase genetic resistance to these diseases—
such as “guns” which can inject virus-resistant DNA directly 
into cassava plants.

Nanopore reports that MinIONs are installed in more than 
70 countries, and recently released new solutions to scale 
its approach to portable DNA sequencing analysis. The 
GridION desktop device introduced this year will run five 
MinION flow cells simultaneously, and the PromethION 
will accommodate 48. Both will be released as solutions for 
service providers, so smaller research facilities will be able 
to offer sequencing services to farmers and scientists closer 
to the source. 

Summary box:

Technology areas:

Gov. players:

Key private players:

DNA field testing

Mikocheni Agricultural 
Research Institute, Ministry 
of Agriculture, Food Security 
and Cooperatives

Oxford Nanopore

2
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BUILDING A SMART CITY, 
BLOCK BY BLOCK
Dubai looks to digital ledger technology to completely 
transform public services, and establish innovation as a core 
economic competency

Smart city, happy people
Dubai, in the United Arab Emirates, is garnering its efforts 
to become a global innovation hub with a far-reaching 
initiative to conduct all the city’s public transactions using 
blockchain by 2020. The government’s Smart Dubai Office 
is converting processes that rely on multiple steps and third 
parties. Its over-arching goal is to create a paper-free digital 
transaction platform for its entire city government, 
removing an estimated 100 million license applications, 
bills and other official documents from its processes, and 
simplifying a host of government services ranging from 
healthcare to visa applications. Some 20 government 
departments are already engaged in the conversion of their 
transactions to blockchain, and the project is supported by 
a cross-functional Global Blockchain Council, an industry 
forum where over 40 organizations from industry and 
government work to develop blockchain best practices. 

This ambitious goal has efficiency-making at its primary 

pillar, for both Dubai’s civil servants and its residents. But 
the Smart Dubai Office also sees blockchain’s efficiency 
as a core component a more qualitative objective: that 
of the prime minister’s long-term strategy to make Dubai 
the world’s ‘happiest’ city. The Smart Dubai Office reckons 
the blockchain transformation will make Dubai a healthier 
city, and its residents more time-rich: it estimates that 
more than 25 million hours of transaction processing 
time will be saved, and digitizing processes will lessen the 
need to transport people and documents, resulting in the 
reduction of an estimated 114 metric tons of CO2. 

Exporting trust
Like all technology-forward governments, Dubai’s 
wholesale blockchain conversion does double duty as both 
a lever for increasing government productivity, and an 
innovation catalyst for its entire economy. The Smart Office 
believes making Dubai’s government a blockchain anchor 
tenant will help stimulate blockchain start-ups in fintech, 
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allows them to be replicable, meaning other aspiring smart 
cities could look to Dubai to provide the source tokens to 
kick-start their own efforts.  But international leadership 
also has a broader remit, linked to Dubai’s notion of global 
citizenship: the blockchain strategy will also contribute 
to what it believes will be a “global trust network” linking 
government partners around the world. 

healthcare and other vertical applications. This industry 
creation vision forms the second pillar in the emirate’s 
blockchain strategy; international leadership is a third.

In this regard, Dubai’s blockchain initiative relies on the 
technology’s intrinsic open nature to turn its own smart 
city infrastructure into an export opportunity. Developing 
open-source digital ledgers for specific service transactions 

Summary box:

Technology areas:  Blockchain, smart cities 

Gov. players:   Smart Dubai Office

Key private players: N/A
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SCALING MENTAL HEALTHCARE 
DIGITALLY 
The UK’s National Health Service (NHS) is leveraging analytics-
enabled therapy solutions to drive one of Europe’s largest 
expansion of mental health services

The United Kingdom is enlisting AI- and analytic-enabled 
digital mental health providers to meet the goals of 
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies, a national 
initiative to undertake a massive expansion of care by 
2021. NHS England has invested £500,000 to create 
digital platforms for expanding mental health services 
using “evidence-based” tools, working with the National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE). NHS 
reckons it will increase treatment access by 60,000 by the 
end of the 2017 fiscal year, and another 200,000 the year 
after. By 2020, its goal is to use digital services to reach up to 
1.5 million more people, a treatment target which is 25% of 
the population the NHS estimates will require care by then.

Talk therapy meets text therapy
To meet this aggressive expansion plan, the NHS believes 
that new digital approaches are essential; as a result, the UK 
government has become a global leader in developing and 
promoting online and digital channels to deliver cognitive 

behavioral therapy (CBT) services. One service provider 
selected by NHS to lead this charge is Ieso, a Cambridge-
based digital health company which offers CBT through 
instant messaging. Text-based therapy, delivered over a 
secure platform on a one-to-one basis, not only allows for 
more convenience in scheduling (thus helping to service 
more patients) but allows for more detailed therapy records 
which can be reviewed by patients and care professionals. 
Ieso uses natural language processing and artificial 
intelligence to create efficiencies in the therapy delivery 
process, and to support and train therapy professionals. 
The company is expanding to offer services in Europe and 
the US.

Digital channels help to prioritize care
Most Ieso patients have conditions and therapy needs, such 
as anxiety disorders, which are less critical, and Ieso reports 
that its therapists, enabled by analytics, are achieving 10% 
to 15% higher results, with on average 50% less therapy 
sessions per client. Ieso and the other participants in 
NHS’s digital therapy initiative are both rapidly expanding 
the base of people under care, as well as using technology 
to help organize and prioritize therapy resources so that 
the most effective channel provides citizens with the 
appropriate level of care.

Summary box:

Technology areas:

Gov. players:

Key private players:

Digital healthcare, AI

NHS, National Institute for 
Health and Care Excellence

Ieso
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MIT Technology Review is an innovative, digitally oriented 
global media company whose reach is rapidly expanding. 
Our mission is to equip our readers with the intelligence 
to understand and contribute to a world shaped by 
technology. Founded at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in 1899, the MIT Technology Review magazine 
derives its authority from the world’s foremost technology 
institution and from our editors’ deep technical knowledge, 
capacity to see technologies in their broadest context, and 
unequaled access to leading innovators and researchers. 
Our audience is anyone, anywhere, who believes that 
technology can solve hard problems, grow prosperity, and 

expand human possibilities. It is a global community of 
innovators, early adopters, entrepreneurs and investors, as 
well as all of MIT’s alumni.

MIT Technology Review Insights is the media company’s 
content solutions division. We deliver in-depth, independent 
research and events that inform thought leaders. Our 
content is aligned with our editorial heritage and draws 
on a network of subject matter experts and contributors, 
as well as a strong research methodology. We develop a 
range of high-quality, relevant business intelligence and we 
deliver it to executives the world over.

ABOUT MIT 
TECHNOLOGY 
REVIEW INSIGHTS
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Australia

• Caption: Program’s coverage.

• Source: National Cities Performance Framework 
report (Dec. 2017), Australian Government.

China

• Caption: A depiction of the City Brain 
dashboard.

• Source: Alibaba Cloud.

Ghana

• Caption (Picture 1): One of the main focuses of 
Ghana’s agricultural land use: cocoa.

• Source (Picture 1): 123rf.

• Caption (Picture 2, 3): Bitland’s logo and logo 
with tagline.

• Source (Picture 2, 3): Bitland.

India

• Caption:  Auroville, India - September 2017: 
People applying to get the Aadhaar Card.

• Source: Shutterstock

Japan

• Caption (Picture 1): Graphics depicting landers, 
rovers and the orbit. 

• Caption:  Ispace international team.

• Source (Picture 1): Ispace Inc.

South Korea

• Caption: Autonomous vehicles on a city circuit 
concept.

• Source: Shutterstock.

Sweden

• Caption: The implanted chip in use.

• Source: SJ Railway.

Tanzania

• Caption (Picture 1): Dr. Peter Sseruwagi (holding 
the pipette) while Deogratius Mark looks on.

• Source: Laura Boykin, Dr. Peter Sseruwagi, 
Nanopore

• Caption: Charles Kayuki loading the MinION at 
MARI.

• Source: Laura Boykin, Charles Kayuki, Nanopore

• Caption: Dr. Joseph Ndunguru, Director General 
of MARI, highlighting the cassava yield increase 
due to precision agriculture (planted the cassava 
resistant to the virus circulating in the area).

• Source: Laura Boykin, Dr. Joseph Ndunguru, 
Nanopore

United Arab Emirates

• Caption (Picture 1, 2):  The Smart Dubai 
Office launching one of its blockchain-related 
promotional activities earlier in 2017. 

• Source (Picture 1, 2): Smart Dubai Office

United Kingdom

• Caption (Picture 1):  Ieso in action and Ieso 
promotional materials.

• Source (Picture 1): Ieso.
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AWARDS BRIEF 

جائزة تكنولوجيا الحكومات
G OV T E C H  P R I Z E

An annual award designed to motivate government entities to promote creative 
smart government initiatives & partnerships with the aim of providing innovative 

smart solutions for common global challenges. 

The GovTech Prize consists of three main awards:

The “Best m-Government Service 
Award” aims to stimulate and encourage 
government entities to provide creative 
and innovative solutions via smartphone 
applications.

The “Best Emerging Technologies in 
Government Award” , is an award for 
governments that are experimenting 
with emerging technologies to provide 
government services more efficiently and 
effectively and that have proven results 
of how they have created greater public 
value and transformed  people’s lives.

The ”World Virtual GovHack” aims at 
experimenting with new technologies  to 
produce outstanding applications that 
solve the world pressing challenge of 
today. These solutions are designed and 
developed by students and start-ups 
from across the world under the ethos of 
hacking for good. 
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